Our Impact
Manifesto

The following information contains “forward-looking statements,” within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section
21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, including, in particular, projected future performance and any statements about the Company’s plans,
strategies and prospects. The Company generally uses the words “may,” “will,” “could,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “plan,” “intend,” “aim,” and similar
expressions contained herein to identify forward-looking statements. The Company bases these forward-looking statements on its current views with respect to
future events and financial performance. Actual results could differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements. These forward-looking
statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions, including, among other things: competition from other weight management industry participants
or the development of more effective or more favorably perceived weight management methods; the Company’s ability to continue to develop new, innovative
services and products and enhance its existing services and products or the failure of its services and products to continue to appeal to the market, or the
Company’s ability to successfully expand into new channels of distribution or respond to consumer trends; the ability to successfully implement new strategic
initiatives; the effectiveness of the Company’s advertising and marketing programs, including the strength of its social media presence; the impact on the Weight
Watchers brand of actions taken by the Company’s franchisees, licensees, suppliers and other partners; the inability to refinance the Company’s debt obligations
on favorable terms or at all; the impact of the Company’s debt service obligations and restrictive debt covenants; uncertainties regarding the satisfactory
operation of the Company’s information technology or systems; the impact of security breaches or privacy concerns; the recognition of asset impairment charges;
the loss of key personnel, strategic partners or consultants or failure to effectively manage and motivate the Company’s workforce; the Company’s chief executive
officer transition; the inability to renew certain of the Company’s licenses, or the inability to do so on terms that are favorable to the Company; the expiration
or early termination by the Company of leases; risks and uncertainties associated with the Company’s international operations, including regulatory, economic,
political and social risks and foreign currency risks; uncertainties related to a downturn in general economic conditions or consumer confidence; the Company’s
ability to successfully make acquisitions or enter into joint ventures, including its ability to successfully integrate, operate or realize the anticipated benefits of
such businesses; the seasonal nature of the Company’s business; the impact of events that discourage or impede people from gathering with others or accessing
resources; the Company’s ability to enforce its intellectual property rights both domestically and internationally, as well as the impact of its involvement in
any claims related to intellectual property rights; the outcomes of litigation or regulatory actions; the impact of existing and future laws and regulations; the
Company’s failure to maintain effective internal control over financial reporting; the possibility that the interests of Artal Group S.A., who effectively controls
the Company, will conflict with other holders of the Company’s common stock; and other risks and uncertainties, including those detailed from time to time in
the Company’s periodic reports filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission. You should not put undue reliance on any forward-looking statements. You
should understand that many important factors, including those discussed herein, could cause the Company’s results to differ materially from those expressed
or suggested in any forward-looking statement. Except as required by law, the Company does not undertake any obligation to update or revise these forwardlooking statements to reflect new information or events or circumstances or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events or otherwise. Readers are advised to
review the Company’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (which are available from the SEC’s EDGAR database at www.sec.gov, at various SEC
reference facilities in the United States and via the Company’s website at www.weightwatchersinternational.com).

Not every company can claim it deeply
impacts the lives of millions.
We can.
For years, we’ve inspired people to come
together and begin a journey of positive,
lasting change. We see evidence in their
stories—every day, across the globe.
Yet our greatest potential lies ahead of us.
We see a future in which we touch every
person’s life. Inspire the families and communities
who nurture us. Nudge industry and society
toward higher standards. Create a world where
wellness is accessible to all, not just the few.
Indeed, we have the ability and permission to
make greater impact than we’d ever imagined.
Now—it is our time to realize it.
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OUR IMPACT MANIFESTO
PURPOSE

Our role in
the world.
We start by laying a foundation for the
impact we seek—articulating who we are,
where we’re going and how we’ll get there.
The pages that follow outline just that.

TENETS

We call it our Impact Manifesto.

The unique promise we
make to all we serve.

3-YEAR GOAL

Our vision for the
next three years.

BOLD MOVES

The key business
moves we will make.

FUNDAMENTALS

The way we work with
one another internally.
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Our Purpose
Our purpose is our role in the world.
We declare it publicly and live it internally.
It shows up everywhere—reminding us why
we’re here and guiding all we do.

We inspire
healthy habits
for real life.*
*For people, families, communities,
the world—for everyone.
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We inspire
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We inspire

We are a community.
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We inspire

Each of us inspiring
one another on a
shared journey.
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We inspire

Building lives of health,
joy and connection.
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We inspire

It’s an emotional journey.
One of highs and lows.

One that requires the knowledge
that we are not in it alone.
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We inspire

The sense that, somewhere,
someone will relate to our struggles.

And will be there
to share their story.
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We inspire

It’s one of the reasons
why all of this works:
Because our journeys
are fueled by each
other’s.
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healthy habits
23

healthy habits

Change is big.
Where to begin?
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healthy habits

With habits—small yet
powerful units of change.
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healthy habits

They build through
small acts of purpose.
Repeated over and over
until they become
second nature.
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healthy habits

Bringing little rituals
of health into our lives,
from the first thing we
do in the morning to
how we end each day.
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healthy habits

And unlike quick fixes, habits stick.

Once made, they are hard to give up.
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healthy habits

Before we know it,
healthy habits shape
how we live…
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healthy habits

how we feel...
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healthy habits

and, ultimately,
who we become.
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healthy habits

But creating these habits in the
first place—well, that’s a little harder.
That’s why we put science to work for us.

To find out what triggers us, what
motivates us, what nudges us along
each of our unique journeys.
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healthy habits

We turn science
into healthy,
life-changing habits.
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for real life.*
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for real life.*

We believe healthy
should fit into your life.
Not the other
way around.
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for real life.*

So we meet you
where you are.
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for real life.*

Whatever moment
you’re in.
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for real life.*

However
you’re feeling.
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for real life.*

Wherever you are
in your journey.
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for real life.*

We’ve built our
approach to work
for your life, not
some imagined,
airbrushed one.
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for real life.*

And we tell it like it is—always.
We celebrate the triumphs as
well as the tough stuff.

Life in all its fullness. With its joys.
And hurts. And moments of wonder.
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for real life.*

We’re going for real.
Real health.
Real progress.
Real life (which is
so much better).
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*For people, families, communities,
the world—for everyone.
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*For people, families, communities,
the world—for everyone.

We believe in a ripple
effect of change.
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*For people, families, communities,
the world—for everyone.

When one person
chooses healthy habits…
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*For people, families, communities,
the world—for everyone.

their family changes, too.
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*For people, families, communities,
the world—for everyone.

They inspire
their colleagues.
Their friends.
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*For people, families, communities,
the world—for everyone.

Person by person,
community by
community,
health spreads.
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*For people, families, communities,
the world—for everyone.

This is our mission.

Making healthy habits accessible
to all, not just the few.
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*For people, families, communities,
the world—for everyone.

Creating a world
filled with greater
health and happiness.
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*For people, families, communities,
the world—for everyone.

For everyone.
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Fundamentals
Setting a new standard for our impact means
we need to reimagine how we do our work.
These fundamentals represent the way we need
to work together internally. Influencing how we
conduct our meetings, who we keep in mind when
we make decisions, what we prioritize and the
behaviors that form the basis of our culture.
Our culture is what will help us unlock the
impact we seek.

Global Mindset
360° approach.
Diversity-minded.

Brand-Led
Brand lens first, then
strategic financial lens.

Human Impact
Human-centered.
Impact-driven.
Innovation-fueled.

For example:
What if, at every decision
point, we asked ourselves,
“What are the implications for
other disciplines and markets?”

For example:
What if, at every important
meeting, we clearly articulated
how every key announcement
ladders up to our purpose?

For example:
What if, for any new project,
we asked ourselves, “How does
this help meet the functional
and emotional needs of the
people we serve?”
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We know you
and meet you
where you are.
Our Tenets
Our tenets are the unique promises we make
to the people we serve. They’re our way of
translating our purpose into how we show up
as a company and as a brand.
These give us guardrails and serve as reminders
of what’s expected of us—in every moment,
through every experience, for everyone.

We help you
build powerful habits,
rooted in science.

We enable you to
find and form
inspired communities.
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Our Bold Moves

1

Become a global,
purpose-driven brand.

2

I ntegrate and unify—
inside and out.

3

Personalize
all that we do.

4

Deepen and expand
inspired communities.

5

Own scalable
behavior change.

These are the key business moves we’re making,
starting now, to reach our 3-year goal.
They reflect existing work to accelerate and
new initiatives required to succeed. They force
accountability, ownership and drive change
throughout the organization.
They will evolve as we complete them or adjust
to emerging market truths but are designed to
intentionally prioritize our work.
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1

4

Become a global,
purpose-driven brand.

Deepen and expand
inspired communities.

+ A new purpose and brand

+ An expanded Health Solutions footprint

+ A decision-making filter to help us grow our business and brand

+ A thriving network of communities that are uniquely meaningful to
people, beyond our traditional membership approach

+ A purpose-driven, brand-led culture to bolster us
+ Full capabilities for global expansion
+ A social movement to make communities healthier

2

+ A suite of iconic events to strengthen current communities and
build new ones
+ A powerful influencer program to deepen loyalty and expand reach

5

Integrate and unify—
inside and out.

Own scalable
behavior change.

+ A consumer experience that is truly unified across all touchpoints

+C
 onstant pursuit of the best of behavior-change science

+ A unified workforce moving as one agile team

+ A deeper integration of mindset and activity
+ A deeper public awareness that what we do is rooted in science

3

+ A strong reputation for creating livable, sustainable and scalable
behavior change across the globe—with significant impact

Personalize
all that we do.
+ A deeply human and personal consumer experience that truly
meets people where they are
+ A culture that is both data-driven and human-centered
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By the end of 2020, we aim to…

Our 3-Year Goal
Our 3-year goal is what success looks like when
we drive our business with purpose at our core.
It outlines a future in which we strengthen our
reputation, better define and grow our impact
and expand our business.
This becomes a beacon for the next three years—
ensuring that we move as one team, with a shared
goal in mind.

REPUTATION

IMPACT

BUSINESS

be known
for bringing
wellness to all

by helping 10 million
people adopt healthy
habits

as a company with
$2B+ in revenue

Measured by:

Measured by:

Measured by:

+ Brand perception surveys
(including NPS)

+ 5M people in our program

+ Continued robust member
recruitment growth

+ Diversity of the people
we touch, e.g., diversity
index including age,
lifestage, gender,
ethnicity, geographic
location, income

+ 5M additional people
actively engaged outside
our program through:
– Attending unique
experiences
– Actively engaging with
our content across our site
and social media channels
(What it’s not: number of
impressions, number of
people who see our ads)

We will also track habit
sustainability through:
+ Frequency of engagement
with the program
+ Self-reported assessment
of habit adoption and
success on the program

+ Further gains in retention
+ Additional revenue
across new geographies
+ Additional revenue
from products/licensing/
Health Solutions
+ Balanced member growth
over the year
We will invest for the
future, manage our cost
structure responsibly and
aim to have the growth
rate of profit exceed the
growth rate of sales.
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OUR IMPACT MANIFESTO
PURPOSE
Our role in
the world.

Our Impact
Manifesto
All this—our charter for our present
and future—on a page.

We inspire healthy habits
for real life.*
*For people, families, communities,
the world—for everyone.

TENETS
The unique
promise we make
to all we serve.

3-YEAR GOAL
Our vision for the
next three years.

BOLD MOVES
The key business
moves we will make.

FUNDAMENTALS
The way we work
with one another
internally.

We know you
and meet you
where you are.

We help you build
powerful habits,
rooted in science.

We enable you to
find and form
inspired communities.

By the end of 2020, we aim to be known for
bringing wellness to all by helping 10 million
people adopt healthy habits, as a company
with $2B+ in revenue.

1

Become
a global,
purposedriven brand.

2

Integrate
and unify—
inside
and out.

Global Mindset
360° approach.
Diversity-minded.

3

Personalize
all that
we do.

Brand-Led
Brand lens first,
then strategic
financial lens.

4

5

Deepen
and expand
inspired
communities.

Own scalable
behavior
change.

Human Impact
Human-centered.
Impact-driven.
Innovation-fueled.
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What are you
using this filter on?
We inspire

No, deal breaker

Not really

A little bit

Yes, absolutely

Need more info

No, deal breaker

Not really

A little bit

Yes, absolutely

Need more info

No, deal breaker

Not really

A little bit

Yes, absolutely

Need more info

No, deal breaker

Not really

A little bit

Yes, absolutely

Will this inspire people to make progress?

Our Purpose Filter
Our purpose is not just words on a page;
it drives every business decision we make.
That’s why we created a purpose filter—
a decision-making tool to help us navigate
our future and ensure that everything we
do ladders up to our purpose.
In practice, we put this filter to use on everything
we do—whether it’s evaluating a product, selecting
a partner, designing an ad or developing a feature.
It helps us in three ways: it can lead us to a
decision when choosing between many options,
reveal ways to improve what we already have
or surface a crucial conversation that needs to
be explored.
This keeps us true to who we are, even as
we grow and evolve.

Will this reinforce a sense of community or
attract a new community?
Does this help us show up in a clear, simple way?

Will this help us build an aspirational brand?

healthy habits
Is this supported by the best in science?

Would health-conscious consumers give
this a thumbs-up?
Will this help people sustain healthy habits?

Will this make people more aware of the
choices they’re making?

for real life.
Can most people afford and access this?

Will this help us look, feel and sound like
we fit into everyday life?
Will this help us diversify the kinds of
people we reach?

(e.g., age, lifestage, gender, race/ethnicity, global)

Will this make us proud of our impact?
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